3.

영 어 (A)

Part

of

the

reason

for

this

greater

participation of women is that technological
advances replaced purely physical strength in

※ 문항별 배점 : 1～8번 문제는 각 1.2점, 9～
13번 문제는 각 2.1점, 14～21번 문제는 각 2.4
점, 22～31번 문제는 각 3.1점, 32～40번 문제는
각 3.3점

many military operations, allowing women to
fill new roles in jobs where their participation
had been very sparse.
① affluent

※ Choose the one that is closest
meaning to the underlined part. (1-5)

② effeminate

in

③ scanty
④ loathsome

1. If a reference is deemed suitable for an
experimental program, the researcher must
then be extremely alert to the manner in
which the material is treated once it is
received at the laboratory.

4. There are cases in which fiction

writers

have challenged historians. The Da Vinci

Code, which presents a subversive alternative
to Western Christian tradition, says that
“the history we know is definitely not a

① watchful

trustworthy book.”

② opportunistic
③ selective

① conventional

④ adventurous

② fictional
2. Lack of basic education is a factor that

③ conforming

can inhibit a country’s economic development.

④ radical

① hold with
② hold on
③ hold on to
④ hold back

5. There is some evidence that these new
sleeping

pills

may

not

be

completely

harmless. Some people who have taken
them

have

reported

amnesia.
① insomnia
② spasm
③ forgetfulness
④ giddiness
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having

short-term

※ Choose the one that is grammatically
INCORRECT. (6-10)

※ Choose the appropriate word or phrase
for each blank. (11-17)

6. Political and economic relations between

11. Both airplanes and cars can travel

countries ①are to ②be based upon complete

more quickly and efficiently if their shapes

equality ③of the parties ④concern.

are smoothed or rounded. This happens
because air can pass

7. You do not educate a person’s palate by

their

bodies easily.

①telling him that ②what he ③has been in
the habit of eating is disgusting, but ④

① over

persuaded him to try a dish of properly

② with

cooked food.

③ onto
④ under

8. ①Thanks to the natural resources of
the country, every American, ②until quite

12. In our day there are only two ways,

recently, could reasonably ③look forward

peaceful co-existence or the most destructive

to making more money than his father, so

war in history. There is no

choice.

that, if he made less, the fault must be ④
him; he was either lazy or inefficient.

① that
② third

9. The fear that animal feel is carved ①

③ some

deeply in the amygdaloid portion of the brain.

④ scarce

When a rat spots a cat, its sympathetic nerve
②tenses

because

its

amygdaloid

body

is

13. Medical bills in the United States have

stimulated, ③caused the rat to stiffen and ④

risen outrageously since the beginning of

let out deep breaths.

the 1960’s, and steps need

to

reverse this trend or the average American
10. The desire to help ①correct the worst

will not be able to afford medical care.

injustices of the economic system in our
own countries also leads us to reach out

① to take

to help ②impoverishing people in other

② to be taken

lands.

③ to being taken

What

makes

③such

an

effort

feasible today is the fact that so much of
what people suffer from ④is preventable
with science and technology.
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④ being taken

14. The security of England depends on

17.

gentlemen being allowed to live peaceably

popularity compelled his opponents to unify

in their homes as decent landlords and

themselves into what became known as the

masters.

Whig Party, a collective that proposed a

the aristocrats of France

During

Jackson’s

second

followed our example, they would not have

sharply contrasting ideology to

found themselves severed at the neck.

the ruling party.

① If

① as

② Unless

② what

③ Had

③ which

④ With

④ that

term,

his

of

15. Taking a “do-nothing” and a “comfort
first” approach is common for governments
near the end of their term. They avoid
starting new projects and avoid making any
waves. The power of the president is still
valid,

but

officeholders

are

wary

functioning as spearheads

about

negatively

marked by the next administration.

※ Choose the best English translation for
the following. (18-19)
18. 불행하게도, 인간을 달에 보냈던 과학기술들
은 도시 내부의 문제들과 관련성을 보여주지 못
하고 있다.
① Unfortunately, the technology employing

① as

to send men to the moon has little

② so as to be

relevance for the problems of the inner

③ for fear of being

city.

④ which have been

② Unfortunately, the technology employed

16. There are people who point out that
euphemism

or

political

correctness

are

other forms of newspeak. They criticize
that political correctness restricts the use
of discriminative language―on race, sex,
age, etc.―

it presents a serious

infringement on freedom of expression.

to send men to the moon has little
relevance to the problems of the inner
city.
③ Unfortunately, the technology employed
to send men to the moon has few
relevance to the problems of the inner
city.
④ Unfortunately, the technology employing
to send men to the moon has few

① unless

relevance for the problems of the inner

② too little

city.

③ so much that
④ in order that
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19. 실패할 용기가 부족하면 커다란 성공을 성취

21. One of the landmark books of the twentieth
century, Silent Spring still speaks to us today,

하기 위해 필요한 것 역시 부족하다.

many
① What is necessary to make a success
lacks the courage to fail.

years

after

its

publication.

Equally

inspiring is the example of Rachel Carson
herself.

overwhelming difficulties and

② People lack both the courage to fail

hardship, despite her own shyness and reserve,

and the need to make big successes.

and motivated only by her love of nature, she

③ The lack of courage to fail also goes

rose like a gladiator in its defense.

with what it needs for big successes.
④ People who lack the courage to fail

① Without

also lack what it takes to achieve big

② Against

successes.

③ Due to
④ On behalf of
22. Less than two decades after the U. S.

※ Choose the appropriate word or phrase
for each blank. (20-27)
20. The arrival of the Spanish conquistadors
in

the

New

World

permanently

and

drastically reshaped the culture and the
lives

of

the

indigenous

Congress outlawed job discrimination on
the basis of race, sex, national origin,
religion and age, discrimination in hiring is
raising its ugly
new targets are smokers.

populations,

① head

the disappearance of two of the

② outlaw

greatest civilizations in the Americas, the
Inca

and

the

Maya,

shortly

after

again. Today’s

③ smoke

the

④ paycheck

Europeans discovered them.
23. Anonymous cybercitizens perform the powerful
① retrained by
② fallen short of
③ leading to
④ opposing to

act of creating new words and ideas. One
could

say

that

language

has

Internet.

Briskly

the

been

democratization

realized

created

through

words,

of
the

however,

often have a short life. The fate of words in
modern society is like a(n)
① transient
② brilliant
③ eminent
④ eternal
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star.

24. No life on earth is

; survival

26.

, the deformity of

depends on interactions with other species.

her left foot explained for her many things

Should the reliance on another species

that

reach a level so great that the organisms

incomprehensible: why she alone of all the

are

children had no nickname; why there were

interdependent,

scientists

considered

them to be symbiotic.

would

have

been

otherwise

no funny jokes and anecdotes about funny
things she had done.

① deteriorating
② isolated

① When it was slight

③ perishable

② So slight it was

④ divergent

③ Slight as it was
④ Where it was slight

25. One company manager told me that
were

magic

bullets.

When

he

27. The benefits of the scientific revolution

admitted to subordinates that he had made

are

a mistake and then expressed remorse,
they not only forgave him, but became

too

many

to

count.

naturally

have

faith

become

the

religion

in

Most

science;
of

people
it

has

modernity.

even more loyal. Conversely, when I asked

science, in and of itself, is not the

people what most frustrated them in their

answer to all of our problems, and in fact

work lives, co-workers refusing to admit

our perception of science as omnipotent

fault was a frequent answer.

can lead to a new set of challenges.

① compliments

① Likewise

② resentments

② Accordingly

③ reprimands

③ Because

④ apologies

④ But
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※ Read the following passage and answer
the questions. (28-40)

It is surprising how much man believes in
(A)

. If he is told he is a fool, for

instance, he will suspect himself a fool and
What would happen if all the children in
the

world

learned

another

be sad; call him a clever fellow, and he will

language

be delighted if you go off without paying

along with their own? Not just another
language, but the (A)

him for the article you have bought from

language?

In thirty years there would be no need

him.
30. Which

for

appropriate for the blank (A)?

interpreters.

Our

children

could

of

the

following

is

the

most

travel around the world and learn the
customs and thoughts of other people at

① self-confidence

first hand, easily and naturally.

② actions

28. Which of the following is the most

③ words

appropriate for the blank (A)?

④ imagination

① same
② native

The

first

subject

that

attracted

my

③ foreign

attention was religion. For it seemed to

④ natural

me of the greatest importance to decide
whether this world I lived in was the
only one I had to think about or whether
inferior

I must look upon (A)it as no more than

elements of society may play an important

a place of trial which was to prepare me

role in the shaping of history. Their
importance lies in the readiness with

for the life to come.
31. Choose the one that is closest in meaning

which (A)they are collectively swayed in

to the underlined part (A) it.

Those

any

who

are

direction.

regarded

(B)They

as

can

be

easily
① the subject

persuaded to take risks and to plunge
into some united action.
29. Choose the one that is

② the religion
closest in

meaning to the underlined parts (A) they
and (B) They in common.
① historians
② social leaders
③ risk-takers
④ inferior people
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③ the importance
④ the world

Closer examination reveals that paternity

Only a handful of clinics are using gene

uncertainty

family

tests to guide drug therapy, but the

relations in a patriarchal society. As people

practice (known as pharmacogenetics) is

living

spreading

in

forms

the

agricultural

root

of

societies

started

fast.
to

Researchers

(A)

are

now

accumulating wealth, the patriarchal system

learning

reactions

was created as men wanted to (A)

their

treatments for asthma, diabetes, heart

assets to their real son in a desire for

disease and migraines, and firms like

self-preservation. Assets and the family

Incyte Genomics are

developing

to

chips

line are passed to the son.
32. Which of the following is the most

that can analyze thousands of genes at

appropriate for the blank (A)?

be sequenced at birth,” says Dr. Mark

a time. “My vision is that everyone will
Ratain

of

the

University

of

Chicago.

① inherit

“Parents will get a CD-ROM with their

② bequeath

child’s genetic sequence. When physicians

③ usurp

prescribe drugs, they’ll use it to (B)

④ squander

treatment.”
33. Which of the following is the most
appropriate for the blanks (A) and (B)?
A
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B

① prevent

promote

② resist

duplicate

③ predict

optimize

④ avoid

decline

“All effective propaganda,” Hitler wrote,

Science is often defined inadequately as

“must

bare

an organized body of knowledge. This

necessities and then must be expressed

would make cook-books, catalogues, and

in a few stereotyped formulas.” These

telephone books science, (A)which they

stereotyped formulas must be constantly

are not. Sometimes science is defined

repeated, for “only constant repetition will

simply as rationality, but that would

finally succeed in imprinting an idea upon

make much of theology and metaphysics

the

Philosophy

science, (B)which they are not. Rationality

teaches us to feel uncertain about the

is logical consistency, lack of contradiction.

things

It is to be distinguished from reasonableness,

be

memory
that

confined

of

a

seem

to

a

crowd.”
to

us

few

self-evident.

Propaganda, on the other hand, teaches

the quality of a mind (C)

us

arguments and evidence opposed to its

to accept as self-evident matters

about which it would be reasonable to

beliefs:

(A)
our judgment or to feel doubt.
34. Which of the following is the most
appropriate for the blank (A)?
① confirm
② reinforce

a

willingness

to
to

reconsider.

Rationalists can be quite unreasonable
or dogmatic.
35. Choose the one that

is

closest in

meaning to the underlined parts (A) which
and (B) which in common.

③ manifest

① science

④ suspend

② books
③ knowledge
④ rationality
36. Which of the following is the most
appropriate for the blank (C)?
① open
② resistant
③ irrelevant
④ limited
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Since the onset of human civilization,

Although countless kinds of bacteria are

people have questioned the origins of

found throughout the sea, they occur in

their existence and the creation of the

the

universe. “Where did it all come from?”

surface and at the bottom, with the mid

“How was it created?” These are the

waters having the lowest. The reason

questions

for

that

(A)plagued

ancient

greatest

this

is

concentration

that

the

at

the

distribution

of

societies and which still puzzle scientists

decomposing organic matter, on which

today.

of

the bacteria thrive, is most clustered at

science which has evolved from these

(A)these depths. Oceanic bacteria are

questions. Within this field of study, the

extremely

Big Bang theory has become the most

assist with the decomposition of organic

prevalent one, because the majority of

matter (B)

evidence

different

which serve as basic food materials for

that

the sea plants, which in turn form the

Cosmology

from

a

is

the

variety

investigations (B)

branch

of

important

insofar

as

they

water-soluble materials

something like the Big Bang occurred.
37. Choose the one that is closest in

food basis for marine animals.
39. The underlined part (A)these depths

meaning to the underlined part (A)plagued.

refers to

① vexed

① the surface and the middle

② ensured

② the middle and the bottom

③ denounced

③ the surface and the bottom

④ eradicated

④ the surface, the middle and the bottom

38. Which of the following is the most

40. Which of the following is the most

appropriate for the blank (B)?

appropriate for the blank (B)?

① make it being likely

① by

② make what is likely

② to

③ makes to be likely

③ with

④ makes it likely

④ through
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